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A B S T R A C T 
The analysis of the wind flow around buildings is of great interest in the field of renewable energies. This 
work presents an investigation of the effects of roof-mounted solar panels on the wind flow on building 
roofs, from the point of view of the wind energy exploitation. CFD simulations of the wind flow around 
an isolated building are performed with OpenFOAM. The simulations are compared with two wind 
tunnel experiments for validation: an isolated building and an array of solar panels. The wind flow on an 
empty roof is compared with roof-mounted solar panels cases. The solar panels are tested with tilt angles 
of 10° and 30°, the most adequate inclination for solar panels in the Mediterranean region. The analysis is 
carried out both quantitatively and qualitatively. The full-scale building results are compared with a 
reduced-scale model and scaling issues are reported. The most adequate wind turbine for each roof 
region is suggested. 
1. Introduction 
The study of the wind in urban environments is of great 
interest in several different engineering applications (van HooiT 
and Blocken, 2010; Ramponi and Blocker 2012; Blocken et a.L 
2012). Toja-Silva et al. (2013) presented a review of the opportu-
nities and challenges for the urban wind energy exploitation that 
shows the necessity of an accurate analysis of the wind flow 
behaviour on building roofs. Some authors (Ledo et al., 2011; Ui 
and Ip, 2009; Ricciardelli and Polimeno, 2006; Hg et al, 2011; 
Abohela et al.. 2013) have studied the wind flow around different 
types of building shapes. A careful analysis must include both 
experimental and numerical investigations (Blocken, 2014). 
Numerical investigations using computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) are performed by using either Direct Numerical Simulations 
(DNS), Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) and Reynolds Averaged 
Navier-Stokes Equations (RANS), or a combination of the three. 
DNS with real atmospheric conditions is unapproachable, 
therefore simplifying assumptions must be made. These usually 
involve the turbulence modelling: LES and RANS. LES consists in 
the modelling of the near wall flow by using space filtered equa-
tions (Pope, 2000; Sagaut, 2006), usually leading to better agree-
ment with experimental data than RANS, although its computa-
tional cost is very high for real cases (Franke et al.. 2007). RANS is 
commonly used in combination with two-equation turbulence 
models. The choice of the turbulence model is a compromise 
between accuracy and computational cost. 
Since the computational cost of LES with real-scale geometries 
is too expensive nowadays (Franke et ah. 2007; Sumner et ah, 
2010), RANS modelling (especially in combination with the k-e 
model) is still widely used in industrial applications for complex 
cases. Some authors (Tominaga et al, 2008; Shao et al., 2012; 
Gousseau et al. 2013; Kono and Kogaki, 2013) have tested and 
validated different turbulence models by comparing numerical 
simulations with the experimental benchmark case A of the 
Architectural Institute of Japan (http://wwvv.aij.orjp/jpn/pub1ish/ 
ckiguide/index....eJH'm), an isolated building of aspect ratio 1:1:2 
tested in a wind tunnel by Meng and Hibi (1998). Toja-Silva et al. 
(2015) used this benchmark to analyse the wind flow on an empty 
building roof, and proposed the most appropriate position for 
different kinds of wind turbines (vertical and horizontal axis wind 
turbines). 
The complementarity of different technologies and the stability 
of power generation is a crucial point for the use of renewable 
energy sources (Hong and Chen, 2014; Cheng ex ai„ 2007). Solar 
and wind energies vary with time and energy management sys-
tems are usually necessary to adapt the time of energy conversion 
with the demand profile. However, both energy sources can be 
considered complementary. This complementarity varies with the 
daily solar cycle and the season. Solar irradiation is available 
during the day and during the night the wind energy supply is at 
its highest. In general, the availability of solar power is higher than 
wind in the summer, while the opposite is true in the winter (Liu 
and Wang, 2005)). In a wind-solar hybrid system, one source of 
energy can offset the shortfall of the other (Huang et al.. 2015), 
yielding a more stable generation system. Therefore, the motiva-
tion of the present work is to verify the compatibility of both wind 
and photovoltaic solar energy devices on a building roof from the 
point of view of the wind flow dynamics. 
Some authors have carried out studies of ground-mounted 
(Shademan et al, 2014; Aly and Bitsuamlak 2013) and roof-
mounted (Stathopoulos et al., 2014; Kopp et ah, 2012; Pratt And 
Kopp, 2013) solar panels. These previous investigations focussed 
on the wind loads over the solar arrays (pressure coefficients). To 
the authors' knowledge, only the work of Pratt and Kopp (2013) 
presents data (velocity and Reynolds stresses) of the wind flow on 
the roof of a low-rise building. Complementarity, in the present 
investigation we will focus on a high-rise building, since the 
potential for both photovoltaic and wind energy devices is higher 
because the incident wind velocity is expected to be higher 
(considering exponential incident wind profiles) and the possibi-
lity of shadows caused by the neighbouring buildings is lower than 
in the case of a low-rise building (assuming that the neighbouring 
buildings are lower or at the same height). The definition of a 
high-rise building includes buildings higher than 23-30 m (or 5 -
10 storeys) (Craighead, 2009). 
This work presents an analysis of the influence of roof-moun-
ted solar panels on the wind energy exploitation, by studying the 
behaviour of velocity (U) and turbulent kinetic energy {k) on the 
roof and comparing both variables in a flat roof (without solar 
panels) with those in the same roof with solar panels installed. 
Two cases are analysed: the wind-tunnel reduced model studied 
in Toja-Silva et. al. (2015) and an enlarged version of this building, 
blown up by a factor of 250 to match real scale dimensions. We 
use the turbulence model previously validated in the study by 
Toja-Silva et al. (2015), that focussed on the characteristics of the 
flow (velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, detachment, reattach-
ment, recirculation, etc.) on the roof. The open source CFD soft-
ware package OpenFOAM (http://wvvvv.openfoarn.coin) is used for 
the numerical investigation. 
In the following, the governing equations and the turbulence 
modelling are explained in Section 2, the validation is presented in 
Section 3 and the cases studied are described in Section 4. After-
wards, Section 5 presents the results: discussion regarding the 
behaviour of U and k due to the presence of the solar panels on the 
roof, scaling issues, solution verification analysis and suggestion of 
the most adequate wind turbine model for each roof region. 
Finally, conclusions and recommendations for further studies are 
commented in Section 6. 
2. Governing equations and turbulence modelling 
We solve the steady-state Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) equations in the simulations performed in this study, 
which for an incompressible fluid without body forces are (Cheng 
et al.. 2003) 
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where p is the mean pressure and p and v are the fluid density and 
the kinematic viscosity, respectively. The Reynolds stresses (u/u)) 
are obtained from the mean flow values. Considering the Boussi-
nesq linear isotropic eddy-viscosity hypothesis (linear relationship 
between turbulent stresses and mean velocity gradients), the 
statistical turbulence closure can be written as 
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is the strain rate tensor, vt is the kinematic eddy viscosity, <5y is the 
Kronecker Delta function and k = \\x\\x\ is the turbulent kinetic 
energy. The steady-state equations for k and the turbulence dis-
sipation rate (e) without considering buoyancy are 
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where Pk is the production of k, and ok and oe (Prandtl numbers), 
Ci and Cl2 are closure constants. The production of k in the stan-
dard k-e model (SKE) is 
Pk = vtS2, (7) 
where S is the modulus of the rate of strain tensor. 
There are some modifications of the SKE model, developed to 
reduce the overestimation of k at the impinging region of bluff 
bodies. Durbin (1996) proposed the following relationship 
between vt and the turbulence velocity time scale (T): 
vt = CflkT. (8) 
where C„ is a model coefficient for the turbulence model. Since in 
the SKE model TSKE = kje is adopted for T, Durbin (1996) proposed 
a bound in the time scale: 
T=min(TS/cE, TD), 
where 
TD = 3C,S 
(9) 
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According to Durbin (1996) Eq. (10} can be modified to obtain a 
better agreement with experimental data, and some authors have 
used slightly different versions of TD (Sumner, 2012; Tominaga 
et al.. 2008). Toja-Silva et al. (2015) have empirically found the 
following expression to obtain reasonable agreement of the 
recirculation distance on the building roof with the experimental 
data of Meng and Hibi (1998): 
TD = 
32 
45V (11) 
3. Validation 
3.1. Main flow validation 
We validate the main flow by studying the benchmark case A of 
the Architectural Institute of Japan (http://www.aij.or.jp/jpn/pub-
lish/cfdguide/uidex„..e.htm). This benchmark case is an isolated 
building of aspect ratio 1:1:2 placed within an atmospheric 
boundary layer wind tunnel, tested by Meng and Hi hi (1998). We 
have performed a validation of several 2-equation turbulence 
models in Toja-Silva er. al. (2015) and, in what follows, we present 
a summary of this validation study. See Toja-Silva et. a.l. (2015) for 
more details and for a deeper discussion about how the modified 
Durbin model (Eq. (11)) was derived. Fig. i shows the geometry of 
the wind-tunnel building for the validation of the main flow. The 
geometry and the domain dimensions are set according to Tomi-
naga et al. (2008). 
We perform the simulations in OpenFOAM (http://www. 
openfoam.com). Table 1 presents the boundary conditions 
imposed for all the variables at each boundary of the simulation 
domain. The inlet profiles, used in the wind tunnel experiment of 
Meng and Hibi (1998), are shown in Fig. 2. They are set in Open-
FOAM with the utility setDiscreteFields (ht.i.p://openfoamwiki.net/ 
index.php/Contrib_sctDiscrc tcFi el d s). 
The steady-state simpieFoam solver for incompressible tur-
bulent flow is used to solve the partial differential equations 
(1) and (2). For the spatial discretisation of differential operators, 
the Gaussian integration was used with different interpolation 
schemes. The 2nd order linear interpolation was applied for Gra-
dient terms, the 2nd order upwind interpolation for Divergence 
terms, while for the Laplacian terms the 2nd order linear inter-
polation was used with explicit non-orthogonal correction. 
Regarding the linear system solvers, generalised geometric-alge-
braic multi-grid solver (GAMG) with DIC smoother is used for the 
pressure, and preconditioned bi-conjugate gradient solver for 
asymmetric matrices (PBiCG) with diagonal incomplete LU (DILU) 
preconditioner is used for the rest of the variables. The con-
vergence criterion is 10~5 for all the variables residuals. 
Regarding the mesh, the external domain (inlet, outlet, ground, 
sky and sides in Fig. 1) is constructed using the blockMesh 
application in OpenFOAM with a grading of 4 in the vertical 
direction. The building geometry, previously designed with a CAD 
Table 1 
Boundary conditions imposed at each boundary of the domain following utcp:// 
www.aij.or.jp/jpn/publish/cfdgujdc/index...e.htm and TommagsS et al. (2008). 
Nomenclature: iP, Inlet profile; zG, zeroGradient: C, Calculated; fV, fixedValue; 
wF, wall function; sP, Symmetry plane (To.ia-Silva et al, 2015). 
Bound- U k e Vl P 
ary 
Inlet iP iP iP C zG 
Outlet zG zG zG C fVzero 
Ground fV zero kqR wF epsilon wF nutk rough wF zG 
Building fV zero kqR wF epsilon wF nutk wF zG 
Sky fV zero kqr wF epsilon wF nutk rough wF zG 
Sides sP sP sP sP sP 
tool and saved in STL format, is embedded into the external mesh 
using the snappyHexMesh application. The mesh around the 
building is refined and adapted to its shape. The refinement dis-
tance around the building surfaces is x/H=l, where x is the 
refinement distance and H is the building height. The total number 
of cells in the final mesh is close to 3.1 M. 
The turbulence is modelled using the modification of the 
Durbin k-e model presented in Toja-Silva et al. (2015) (explained 
in Section 2) with the coefficients proposed by Crespo et al. (1985): 
C„ = 0.0333, C,i = 1.176, Ce2 = 1.92, ck = 1.0. <% = 1.3 and /c=0.42. 
These coefficients were obtained by Crespo et. al. (1985) from the 
atmospheric measurements of Pan of sky md Dutton (1984). 
Since this investigation focuses on wind energy exploitation, 
we concentrate our analysis on the building roof. Therefore, the 
validation is carried out by comparing the mean wind velocity (U) 
and turbulent kinetic energy (k) with the experimental results 
obtained by Meng and Hibi (1998) at the vertical axes located at 
the central plane of the domain according to the diagram shown in 
Fig. 3. 
Table 2 shows the hit rates (HR) for streamwise velocity (U) and 
the turbulent kinetic energy (k). These hit rates, evaluated at the 
vertical axes VI-V4 of Fig. 3, are calculated according to Toja-Silva 
et al. (2015) and Santiago et al. (2007). Additionally, Table 2 shows 
the simulation results obtained for the reattachment distance (XR), 
relative to the roof length, of the recirculation vortex on the 
building roof. The model used in the present investigation (mod-
ified Durbin) successfully passed the validation of U with a hit rate 
(HRu) of 87.5% and for k with HRk = 75.0% on the building roof, and 
it exactly matches the same distance of reattachment of the flow 
on the roof (X/? = 0.52) obtained at the wind-tunnel experiment of 
Meng and Hibi (1998). Additionally, the results corresponding to 
both Standard k-e (SKE) and Murakami-Mochida-Kondo (MMK) 
(Tsuchiya et al., 1997) turbulence models are presented in Table 2. 
The SKE model is shown as a reference, because it is not 
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Fig.1. Diagram of the wind-tunnel building for the validation of the mean flow. All dimensions are in meters (Toja-Sifva el al, 2015). 
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the axes (VI-V4) at the vertical section of the central part of the 
domain, for the comparison of the results. All lengths are dimensionless. 
Table 2 
Comparison of the results for the validation case using different RANS models: 
reattachment distance relative to the roof length (Xft) of the recirculation vortex on 
the building roof and hit rate (HR) for the variables U and k. 
RANS model X* HRu (%) HRk (%) 
SKE 
MMK 
Modified Durbin 
Experimental (Meng and Hibi. 1J-398) 
0.36 87.5 56.3 
0.61 87.5 93.8 
0.52 87.5 75.0 
0.52 
successfully validated for k. Note that a turbulence model is con-
sidered successfully validated when HR > 66% (Toja-Sitva ei ah, 
2015; Santiago et aL, 2007). The MMK turbulence model is shown 
because it obtains the highest hit rate values, although it over-
estimates XR. 
Pig. 4 shows the velocity profiles obtained at the vertical axes 
shown in Fig. 3 using SKE, MMK and the modified Durbin turbu-
lence models, compared with the experimental data of Meng and 
Hibi (1998). Additionally, the profiles corresponding to the full-
scale case (case-study building without solar panels) are also 
plotted. The full-scale case is included in this section in order to 
investigate possible issues related to the scaling of the problem, for 
a further comparison between the results obtained in wind-tunnel 
experiments with those obtained at full-scale cases. The agree-
ment of the velocity profiles with the experimental results is 
reasonably good in all cases. The modified Durbin and MMK 
models show a better agreement. Even the full-scale case shows a 
good agreement. The inlet profiles in the real case are set 
according to Richards and Hoxey (1993) (explained below) and, 
thus, they are different from the inlet profiles used in the wind-
tunnel experiment. On one hand, the reference velocity is the 
same in both cases (Uref = 4.4 m/s) but, on other hand, it causes 
that the Reynolds number be 3 orders of magnitude higher in the 
full-scale case (Ke = 4 .7xl0 4 at the wind tunnel and 
Re = 1.2 x 107 at the real scale). This is the reason why the velocity 
profile far from the roof surface is different in both cases, although 
the results near the roof surface are in a reasonably good agree-
ment. The Reynolds number increase causes a decrease of the 
boundary layer width in the full-scale case. 
Fig. 5 shows the turbulent kinetic energy profiles obtained at 
the vertical axes shown in Fig. 3 using SKE, MMK and the modified 
Durbin turbulence models, compared with the experimental data 
of Meng and Hibi (1998). Additionally, the profiles corresponding 
to the full-scale case are also plotted. The agreement of the k 
profiles with the experimental results is reasonably good in all 
cases, although k is clearly overestimated close to the upstream 
edge of the roof. The modified Durbin and MMK models show a 
better agreement. Even the full-scale case shows a good agree-
ment. As mentioned above, the inlet profiles in the full-scale case 
are set according to Richards and Hoxey (1993) and, thus, they are 
different from the inlet profiles used in the wind-tunnel experi-
ment. This is the reason why the k profile far from the roof surface 
is different in both cases, although the results near the roof surface 
are in a reasonably good agreement. The Reynolds number 
increase causes a decrease of the boundary layer width in the full-
scale case. 
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Fig. 4. Vertical profiles comparison for UjUref for the full-scale empty roof case and using SKE, MMK and the modified Durbin for the wind-tunnel case for validation. The 
reference values are the reference velocity Urej = 4.4 m/s and the height of the building H (0.16 m for the wind tunnel and 40 m for the full-scale case): (a) VI, (b) V2, (c) V3, 
and (d) V4. 
The results obtained using the MMK model are presented in 
this section to show that it is the turbulence model that reaches 
the best agreement with the experimental data. This model pro-
duces the highest hit rates (specially for k) but it underestimates 
the kinetic energy (see Fig. 5). Instead, the modified Durbin model 
is used in the present investigation (and it is recommended for the 
simulation of the wind flow around buildings) because it tends to 
slightly overestimate k and, thus, it produces more conservative 
results. This is important in real facilities because real buildings 
have more roughness elements than in theoretical studies 
(antennas, ornamental elements, odd edges, birds, etc.). Addi-
tionally, it has been empirically found that the modified Durbin 
turbulence model produces more reliable results in more complex 
geometries (for example with solar panels). 
In order to check the order of convergence of the solution 
obtained with the modified Durbin model, a grid dependency 
study is carried out testing 3 different meshes: coarse (1.7 M cells), 
medium-size (3.1 M cells) and fine (9.8 M cells) meshes. The hit 
rate obtained for U is the same in all cases, but the hit rates for k 
are 68.8%, 75.0% and 81.3% for coarse, medium-size and fine 
meshes, respectively. To check the order of convergence of the 
numerical scheme, the grid convergence index (GCI) is calculated 
according to Roache (1998) by using the total number of cells and 
the hit rate of k. The observed convergence rate is p=2.23 and the 
grid convergence index is GC/2i = 0.0577 (5.77%). 
3.2. Validation of the flow around a single array of solar panels 
In order to guarantee a rigorous result, an additional validation 
is carried out. A single infinite-span array of solar panels (flat 
plate) is validated according to the experiment of Fage md 
Johansen (1927). The size of the domain follows the specifications 
of Bosch and Rocli (1996) in order to minimise blockage issues. 
Pig. 6 shows a diagram of the geometry. The axis where the 
simulation velocities are compared with the experimental data is 
indicated as "AXIS" in the figure. The slip boundary condition is 
imposed at the top, bottom and two side walls, assuming them as 
far-field free stream-surfaces. A no-slip boundary condition is 
applied on the plate. A uniform velocity of 14, = 1 m s_1 and a 
uniform turbulent kinetic energy fc=0.002m2s~2 are set at the 
inlet. The unstructured mesh is constructed using the snappy-
HexMesh application of OpenFOAM (http://openfoamwiki.net/ 
tndex.php/SnappyHexMesh; https://siies.google.com/site/snappy-
wiki/snappyhexmesh/snappyhexmeshdict), which resulted in 
around 6.4 M cells. The corresponding Reynolds number based on 
the plate length is Re = 7 x 104. 
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Fig. 6. Diagram of the validation of the infinite-span array of solar panels. The 
"AXIS" indicates the points where the data is compared for the validation. All values 
are dimensionless, expressed as multiples of the width of the plate W=l m. 
agreement between the present simulation and the experimental 
results, specially near the solar array. Since the hit rate is higher 
than 66%, the validation can be considered successful (Santiago 
et al, 2007). 
Fig. 7b shows the distribution of the mean pressure coefficient 
Cp = 2(P - Pco)l{pUl) along the flat plate surface. The symbol P*, 
means the free-stream pressure, Ik, is the free-stream velocity (or 
reference velocity) and p is the density. A hit rate of HRcp = 70.4% 
is reached. This hit rate indicates a reasonably good agreement 
between the present simulation and the experimental results. This 
agreement is very good at the windward face of the solar array, but 
it is worse at the leeward face due to, on one hand, the well known 
difficulty for the RANS models to accurately reproduce the recir-
culation of the flow behind a sharp body (Toja-SUva et al, 2015; 
Tornmaga et al.. 2008) and, on the other hand, to the actual edge 
shape of the solar array at the experiment of Fage and Johansen 
(1927) (notice that it is a pioneer experiment from the year 1927). 
In any case, since the hit rate is higher than 66%, the validation can 
also be considered successful for Cp (Santiago et al„ 2007). 
Fig. 7a shows a comparison between numerical and experi-
mental results for U at the vertical axis shown in Fig. 6. A hit rate of 
HRu = 90.9% is reached. This hit rate indicates a very good 
4. Description of the test cases and simulation details 
The influence of roof-mounted solar panels on the wind energy 
potential is analysed by comparing both velocity and turbulent 
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Fig. 9. Diagram of the geometry of the 41.75 kW photovoltaic facility with a tilt angle of 10°, at full scale: (a) 3D view. Advantageous (red) and unfavourable (blue) incident 
wind directions and the corresponding vertical axes VI -VA are shown and (b) solar panels' details. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) 
kinetic energy in a flat roof (without solar panels) with those in 
the same roof with solar panels installed. The base building is the 
benchmark case A of the Architectural Institute of Japan (http://  
www.aij.onjp/jpn/publish/cfdguide/index....e,ht!Ti)1 analysed at full-
scale. The height of the full-scale building is 40 m and the length 
of the sides is 20 m. Fig. S shows the domain and dimensions of 
the full-scale building. The domain is set according to Best Practice 
Guidelines (Franlce et al., 2007). According to Hail (1997), Cowan 
et al (1997) and Scaperdas and Gilham (2004), for a single 
building a distance of 5H between the inflow boundary and the 
building is recommended if the approach flow profiles are well 
known. However, Bartzis et al. (2004) recommend 8H if the inlet 
flow profiles are not available in order to allow a realistic flow 
development. As in the present case the inlet wind profiles for the 
full-scale building are calculated according to Richards and Hoxey 
(1993) (explained below), a constant value is set for k at the whole 
height. Therefore, we use a distance of 8H between the inlet 
boundary and the building. The solar panels used in this study are 
the model Sunpower X21-345 (http://us.sunpower.com/sites/sun-
power/files/media-library/data-sheets/ds-x21-series-335-345-
residential-soJar-panels-datasheetpdf). Two designs are 
considered: 
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Fig. 10. Diagram of the geometry of the 30.36 kW photovoltaic facility with a tilt angle of 30°, at full scale: (a) 3D view. Advantageous (red) and unfavourable (blue) incident 
wind directions and the corresponding vertical axes V1-V4 are shown; (b) detailed panels close to the roof surface; and (c) detailed raised panels. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) 
(i) With a tilt angle of 10°: In this case, the T-10 structure (37) is 
used. The total peak power of the photovoltaic plant obtained with 
this design is 41.75 kW. Fig. 9 shows a detailed diagram of the 
geometry of this photovoltaic facility at full scale. 
(ii) With a tilt angle of 30°: As an example, this is the optimum 
tilt angle at the North-Mediterranean region. The separation 
between the solar panels arrays is calculated according to the 
Spanish normative (IDAE, 2011). The total peak power of the 
photovoltaic plant obtained with this design is 30.36 kW. Fig. 10 
shows a detailed diagram of the geometry of this photovoltaic 
facility. Additionally, the same facility was tested with the solar 
panels installed at 0.3 m height above the roof (Fig. 10c). This 
raised panels configuration is also tested because it is a common 
form of installation (http://www.ecohisolar.co.uk/case-studies/ 
schuco-10-kwp), and differences in the behaviour of the flow are 
expected due to the gap between the solar arrays and the roof 
surface under the panels. 
In both cases (10° and 30°), the wind direction will be tested at 
the predictably most advantageous and unfavourable directions. 
This is, from left- and right-hand sides of the vertical section in 
Figs. 9b and 10b, c. Note that the names "advantageous" and 
"unfavourable" refer to the most/least aerodynamic positions 
according to the inlet wind direction, independent from its 
appropriateness for the application. 
The simulations are performed in OpenFOAM (http://www. 
openfoam.com). The same specifications explained in Section 3 are 
used for the full-scale building: inlet wind profiles, boundary 
conditions, and numerical schemes. The only exception is the top 
boundary condition (sky), where the slip boundary condition is 
imposed in the full-scale case. The inlet profiles used for the full-
scale cases are calculated according to Richards and Hoxey (1993), 
using the equations 
k = 
U = ^ l n ( ^ l 
v ^ 
and 
U3 
K{Z + ZQ) 
(13) 
(14) 
(12) 
where ZQ = 0.01 m, and Uref = 4.4 m s_1 and zre/ = 40 m are con-
sidered as reference values in order to calculate I/* by using Eq. 
(12). The turbulence model used is the modification of the Durbin 
k-e (Durbin. 1996) proposed in Toja-Siiva et al. (2015), and the 
coefficients used are those proposed by Crespo et al (1985) 
(explained in Section 3). 
Regarding the mesh, a background mesh is constructed using 
the structured blockMesh application with a grading of 4 in the 
vertical direction. The building geometry (with the solar panels 
included), previously designed with a CAD tool and saved in STL 
format, is embedded into the background mesh using the snap-
pyHexMesh application of OpenFOAM (http://openfoamwiki.net/ 
index.php/SnappyHexlvtesh; https://sii:es.goog1e.com/sire/snappy-
wiki/snappyhexmesh/snappyhexmeshciici:). This allows us to deal 
with any building shape. The mesh around the building is refined 
and adapted to its shape. Refinement is applied around the 
building surfaces. The refinement distance around the building 
surfaces is 80 m. Fig. 11 shows the final meshes obtained for the 
empty roof and for the roof with solar panels with tilt angles of 10° 
and 30° (close and raised from the roof), respectively. 
5. Results and discussion 
In what follows, the simulation results for the 4 cases (10°, 30° 
close and raised and empty roof) are presented, and the influence 
of the presence of the roof-mounted solar panels on the wind flow 
is discussed. Additionally, the characteristics of the wind flow in all 
cases are analysed and compared, bringing an assessment of the 
possibility of the wind energy exploitation and identifying the 
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Fig. 11. Vertical section of the refined meshes obtained using snappyHexMesh: (a) general view mesh empty roof, 6.7 M cells; (b) details of 10° inclined solar panels, mesh 
with 6.9 M cells; (c) details of 30° solar panels, mesh with 7.1 M cells; and (d) details of 30° raised solar panels, mesh with 7.1 M cells. 
most appropriate kind of wind turbine for different parts of the qualitative aspects focus on the behaviour of the wind flow on the 
roof. The analysis of the results can focus on either quantitative or roof (recirculation, wind direction, etc.). 
qualitative aspects. Quantitative aspects focus on an accurate The quantitative analysis is carried out by comparing U and k 
study of the data at the vertical axes shown in Fig. 3, and between the 4 cases (including most advantageous and 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the velocity at the vertical section at the centre of the domain, for the full-scale model: (a) VI. (b) V2, (c) V3. and (d) VA. 
unfavourable situations) at the vertical axes located at the central 
plane of the domain according to the diagram shown in Fig. 3. For 
the analysis below, note that the height of the solar panels for the 
full-scale model is 0.27 m, 0.52 m and 0.82 m (z/H=0.007, z/ 
H=0.013 and z/H=0.02) for 10° and 30° close and raised from the 
roof, respectively. 
Fig. 12 shows the comparison of vertical profiles of the velocity 
at the different roof positions described in Fig. 3. It is observed that, 
in general, the raised panels tend to reduce the velocity and the rest 
of the cases, particularly 30°, tend to increase it At VI, U decreases 
by 10% for the raised panels, and increases by 10% for 10° in 
advantageous position and 30° in unfavourable position and by 19% 
for the 30° in advantageous position, at zjH < 0.18. The major dif-
ference is just above the arrays (z/H= 0.007) in all cases. At V2, the U 
profile for the raised panels in advantageous position is similar to 
the profile of the empty roof. At z\H < 0.13, U decreases for the 
raised panels in unfavourable position and slightly increases in all 
the other cases. The highest increase is noticed for 30° in advan-
tageous position. At V3, the U profile of the raised panels in 
advantageous position follows rather the same values than for the 
empty roof, V is drastically reduced until a 174% for the raised 
panels in unfavourable position at z\H < 0.18, due to a massive 
recirculation of the flow, and is increased until a 97% at zjH < 0.15 
for 30° in advantageous position. It slightly increases for the rest of 
the cases. At V4,17 is reduced for the raised panels in unfavourable 
position until a 36% at z\H < 0.23 and shows a slight deviation at 
the rest of the cases. 
Fig. 13 shows the comparison of vertical profiles of the turbu-
lence kinetic energy at the different roof positions described in 
Fig. 3. Surprisingly, the turbulent kinetic energy decreases due to 
the presence of the solar panels and the decrease is, in general, 
more pronounced for higher tilt angles, and even higher if the 
solar panels are raised from the roof. This result is surprising since 
previous authors (Kopp et al„ 20)2) assumed that the turbulence 
might increase due to the presence of obstacles on the roof, 
including solar panels. However, our result is validated with the 
experiment of Pratt and Kopp (2013), who found a decrease of the 
Reynolds Stresses, agreeing with the results of the present inves-
tigation. The decrease of the turbulent kinetic energy may be due 
to the damping effect of the recirculation vortices between the 
solar arrays (Fig. 14). In the case of the raised panels, the recircu-
lation flow between the panels and the roof surface increases such 
damping effect. However, the raised panels, particularly in unfa-
vourable position, show a particular behaviour at the centre and 
downstream, where k increases at medium heights. This phe-
nomenon (analysed below) is caused by the interaction between 
the vortices of neighbouring solar arrays. In what follows, the 
comparison rates are taken at the highest value of k for the empty 
roof (peak value). At VI, k is reduced for the raised panels up to a 
maximum rate of 5% for the advantageous position. It increases for 
the rest of the cases, until a maximum rate of 5% for the 30° in 
unfavourable position. At V2, k is reduced in all cases at z/H=0.12 
until a maximum rate of 24% for the raised panels in advantageous 
position. At V3, k is reduced for the raised panels in unfavourable 
position at z/H < 0.11 until 63%. The value of k clearly decreases at 
the rest of the cases at z\H < 0.13 until a maximum rate of 19% for 
the case of the raised panels in advantageous position. The value of 
k for the raised panels is slightly higher than for the empty roof at 
0.13 <z/H<0.28. At V4, k is reduced for the raised panels in 
unfavourable position at z\H < 0.1, for the raised panels and 10° 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of turbulent kinetic energy at the vertical section at the centre of the domain, for the full-scale model: (a) VI, (b) V2, (c) V3, and (d) V4. 
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Fig. 14. Streamlines that show the recirculation vortices on the roof for the 30° raised panels, at the full-scale model: (a) Advantageous position raised and (b) unfavourable 
position raised. 
(both in advantageous position) at z\H < 0.14, and at the rest of 
the cases at z\H < 0.28, reaching a reduction rate of 14% for 30° in 
advantageous position. Additionally, the raised panels in advan-
tageous position show slightly higher values of k at 
0.14 < z\H < 0.35, and also the raised panels in unfavourable 
position at 0.1 < z\H < 0.28. 
The most significant aspects for the qualitative analysis are the 
wind direction and the recirculations on the roof. Fig. 14 shows the 
recirculation vortices generated on the roof at the raised panels 
cases. In all other cases, recirculation vortices appear between all 
the arrays as in Fig. 14a. For the raised panels in unfavourable 
position, a massive recirculation that involves the whole roof 
length is observed (see Fig. 14b). This massive recirculation is not 
identified in the experiment of Pratt and Kopp (2013) due to a 
scaling issue, that is explained in detail below. In all the cases, a 
recirculation vortex appears between the upstream edge of the 
roof and the first array of solar panels. 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the velocity at the vertical section at the centre of the domain, for the reduced-scale model: (a) VI, (b) V2, (c) V3, and (d) VA. 
Fig. 16. Comparison of turbulent kinetic energy at the vertical section at the centre of the domain, for the reduced-scale model: (a) VI, (b) V2. (c) V3. and (d) V4. 
5.1. Scaling issues 
Possible scaling issues were briefly commented in previous 
sections. In order to verify these issues, we have simulated all the 
previous cases using a 1:250 reduced-scale model. Specifically, we 
have used the wind-tunnel building used for the validation of the 
main flow (Fig. 1). The main objective is to analyse the scaling 
issues involved in wind-tunnel experiments for the present 
application. The number of mesh cells used is 9.8 M and 10.1 M for 
the cases of close (both 10° and 30°) and raised panels, 
respectively. 
Figs. 15 and 16 show a comparison of vertical profiles of U and 
k, respectively, at the different roof positions for all the situations 
described in Fig. 3. It is observed that, in general, the behaviour of 
both V and k for the reduced-scale model are in accordance with 
the behaviour for the full-scale model: the decrease of k due to the 
presence of the solar panels, recirculation of the flow between 
each solar array and between the first array and the upstream 
edge. The exception is for the case of the raised panels in unfa-
vourable position, that for the reduced-scale model behaves as in 
the rest of the cases, and the massive recirculation does not 
appear, as is shown in Figs. 15c and 17. Additionally, the results for 
the reduced-scale model show a more moderate behaviour than 
the full-scale models (the variations are lower and they take place 
at a lower height). 
The behaviour of the flow at the reduced-scale model is in 
agreement with the experimental results obtained by Pratt and 
Kopp (2013). This is because the Reynolds number (based on the 
building height H and the reference velocity Uref) has the same 
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Fig. 17. Streamlines that show the recirculation vortices on the roof for raised 
panels in unfavourable position, at the reduced-scale model. 
order of magnitude in both cases: Re = 4.7 x 104 at the reduced-
scale CFD simulations and Ke = 1.9xl05 at the wind-tunnel 
experiment of Pratt and Kopp (2013). However, for the full-scale 
building the Reynolds number is 2 orders of magnitude higher 
(Re = 1.2 x 107). Prate znci Kopp {2013} recognise that the Reynolds 
number of the wind-tunnel experiment is 2 orders of magnitude 
too low for being compared with real cases. For the case of raised 
panels in unfavourable position, the separation between the solar 
panels and the roof surface becomes more important with the 
increase of the Reynolds number. The interaction between the 
neighbouring vortices is powered by the negative-velocity flow 
between the solar panels and the roof. Since the flow is more 
turbulent in the full-scale building, the recirculation vortices 
between the solar arrays interact with the neighbouring ones, 
causing a massive recirculation of the flow that involves the whole 
roof length (see Fig. 14b). A solution verification (presented below) 
is carried out in order to determine if these effects are real. 
Therefore, the necessity of further experiments with higher 
Reynolds numbers is confirmed in the present investigation, in 
order to experimentally validate the results obtained with the 
numerical simulations for full-scale buildings. These future 
experiments can be carried out by means of measurements on 
real-scale buildings, or in wind tunnels using water as a medium. 
52. Solution verification 
The independence of the final results from the grid resolution 
must be demonstrated. Since the cases where the recirculation 
vortices appear between each solar array were tested for different 
meshes and even for different scales, this solution verification is 
going to focus on the case of the raised panels in unfavourable 
position, where a massive recirculation of the flow is observed. 
In order to check the independence of the results from the 
mesh resolution, the simulation case of the raised panels in 
unfavourable position is carried out by varying the mesh refine-
ment on the roof (with the same background mesh), resulting in 
3 different meshes: coarse (3.6 M cells), medium-size (4.2 M cells) 
and fine (7.1 M cells) meshes. 
Fig. }8 shows the comparison of U between the 3 mesh reso-
lutions and the empty roof at the different positions described in 
Fig. 3. It is observed that the behaviour of U is analogous for the 
3 mesh resolutions, regarding the result on the empty roof. The 
most important point is that the massive recirculation of the flow 
is clearly confirmed for the 3 cases (see Fig. 18c). 
Fig. 19 shows the comparison of k between the 3 mesh reso-
lutions and the empty roof at the different positions described in 
Fig. 3. It is observed that the behaviour of k is also analogous for 
the 3 mesh resolutions, regarding the result on the empty roof, 
showing a clear decrease of k in comparison with the empty roof. 
Therefore, the final solution can be considered verified. 
5.3. Wind energy exploitation and wind turbine positioning 
According to the European Wind Turbine Standards II (Pierik 
et al„ 1999), for a turbulence intensity higher than 77=0.15 the 
fatigue loads of VAWT have to be re-evaluated based on the real 
wind conditions. Therefore, 77=0.15 is used as a maximum 
admissible value for HAWT. Fig. 20 shows a plot of the vertical 
profiles of Tl up and downstream for the case of the raised panels 
(the most turbulent case) in comparison with the empty roof and 
with the wind-tunnel experimental results of Meng and Hibi 
(1998). Five incident wind directions have been simulated in order 
to get a general conclusion about wind turbines positioning: 0° 
(advantageous position), 45° (oblique-advantageous), 90° (lateral), 
135° (oblique-unfavourable) and 180° (unfavourable position). 
From the incident wind directions tested, the advantageous posi-
tion (0°) reaches the threshold 77=0.15 at a higher height both up 
Fig. 18. Comparison of velocity at the vertical section at the centre of the domain using 3 different meshes. Case of raised panels in unfavourable position: (a) V1; (b) V2; 
(c) V3; and (d) V4. 
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Fig. 19. Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy at the vertical section at the centre of the domain using 3 different meshes. Case of raised panels in unfavourable position: 
(a) VI, (b) V2, (c) V3, and (d) V4. 
and downstream, at z/H=0.2 and z/H=0.29, respectively, where 
H=40m is the height of the building. The oblique incident 
directions (45° and 135°) reach the threshold at the lower heights 
in all cases, at z/H=0.11 and z/H=0.2 up and downstream, 
respectively. For the rest of the incident wind directions tested, the 
threshold 77=0.15 is reached at z/H=0.19 and z/H=0.28 up and 
downstream, respectively. This threshold is reached for the wind-
tunnel experiment of Meng md Hibi (1998) at z/H=0.19 and z/ 
H=0.31 up and downstream, respectively. An additional scaling 
issue is reported here, because the threshold at the reduced-scale 
case is reached above than at the full-scale building. This is 
expected because the higher is the Reynolds number (2 orders of 
magnitude in this case) the thinner it is the boundary layer width. 
Fig. 21a shows the turbulence intensity field around the raised 
panels in unfavourable position, and the isosurface corresponding 
to 77=0.15 throughout the roof. The grey line represents the limit 
(T/=0.15) between the most adequate areas for a HAWT and a 
VAWT. The most adequate area to install a HAWT is above 
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Fig. 20. Vertical profiles of turbulence intensity up and downstream of the roof considering different incident wind directions for the raised solar panels, until the threshold 
77=0.15: (a) Upstream and (b) downstream. 
Fig. 21. Turbulence intensity field around the building and details of a VAWT in horizontal position upstream. The grey line represents the threshold T/=0.15 for the 
installation of HAWT (above) and VAWT (below), and the vectorial field is the velocity: (a) 77 field around the building and (b) detailed VAWT in horizontal position 
upstream. 
7T=0.15. Below this threshold a VAWT is more appropriate 
because it is more resistant to velocity fluctuations (Carpman, 
2011). It is important to mention that such velocity fluctuations 
are lower due to the presence of the roof-mounted solar panels, 
and note that the presence of the solar panels does not affect 
significantly the wind flow below the threshold T/=0.15 in com-
parison with the empty roof. From the results above, a general rule 
for the wind turbines positioning on this kind of building roofs is 
proposed considering the most conservative values: HAWT must 
be positioned at z/H > 0.20 upstream and z\H > 0.29 downstream. 
Regardless of the incident wind direction, a HAWT can be placed at 
zjH > 0.29 everywhere on the roof. Below these heights a VAWT 
must be considered. 
Additionally, a VAWT can be placed in horizontal positions 
between the upstream edge of the roof and the first array of solar 
panels in order to take the most of the recirculation of the flow, as 
is shown in Fig, 21b. Due to the rotative character of the wind at 
this region, this wind turbine will not have opposite forces due to 
the wind (as in its conventional operation), which can significantly 
enhance the efficiency of the machine. One important factor to 
mention for this application is that for the advantageous directions 
the wind turbine may cause shadows over the solar panels and, 
therefore, the unfavourable directions are most adequate. Note 
that the names "advantageous" and "unfavourable" refer to the 
most/less aerodynamic positions according to the inlet wind 
although in this case, and also considering the results for the 
raised panels, the appropriateness has been found opposite to 
their respective names. 
6. Conclusions 
This work presents an investigation of the effects of roof-
mounted solar panels on the wind flow on building roofs, from the 
point of view of the wind energy exploitation, in order to analyse 
the compatibility of both systems. CFD simulations of the wind 
flow around an isolated building were performed with OpenFOAM 
using a modified Durbin RANS turbulence model. The turbulence 
model was validated twice: the main flow was validated using a 
wind-tunnel benchmark, and the flow around the solar panels by 
comparing CFD results with a wind-tunnel experiment of an infi-
nite array. The wind flow on the empty roof is compared with 
roof-mounted solar panels cases. The solar panels are tested with 
tilt angles of 10° and 30°, the most adequate inclination for solar 
panels in the Mediterranean region. For the tilt angle of 30° the 
solar panels are tested both close and raised from the roof surface. 
Additionally, each inclination is simulated with 2 incident wind 
directions, advantageous and unfavourable, according to the 
aerodynamic position with respect to the incident wind. The 
analysis is carried out both quantitatively and qualitatively. The 
full-scale building results were compared with a reduced-scale 
model and scaling issues are reported. Additionally, the solution is 
verified in order to check the independence of the results from the 
mesh resolution. Finally, the wind flow on the roof is analysed and 
the most adequate wind turbine model for each roof region is 
suggested. 
On the qualitative side, the recirculations on the roof were 
analysed and the most appropriate wind turbine model for each 
roof region was suggested. As it is expected, recirculation vortices 
appear between the solar-panels arrays. The first vortex (between 
the upstream edge and the first array) has the highest velocities. 
The installation of a VAWT in horizontal position inside this vortex 
shows a very interesting potential. A general value (the highest 
value obtained) for the installation of HAWT has been found at 
zjH > 0.29, regardless of the incident wind direction The installa-
tion of a VAWT is recommended below this limit. 
The quantitative analysis includes the comparison of vertical 
profiles of streamwise velocity and turbulent kinetic energy. No 
significant differences compared to the empty roof are found 
above the isoline of T/=0.15. Below the isoline 77=0.15 the most 
important differences appear for k, that significantly decreases due 
to the presence of the solar panels; such decrease is more pro-
nounced for higher tilt angles. The decrease of the turbulent 
kinetic energy may be due to the damping effect of the recircu-
lation vortices between the solar arrays. The results are in agree-
ment with the experiments reported in the literature. 
Scaling issues are reported. A massive recirculation takes place 
at the raised panels in unfavourable position due to the interaction 
of the neighbouring vortices between the arrays. This solution is 
verified in order to determine if it is a real effect. This massive 
recirculation is not identified at a reduced-scale model because of 
a Reynolds number decrease (2 orders of magnitude lower than 
full-scale building). These scaling issues show the necessity of 
further experimental studies considering full-scale conditions in 
order to confirm the simulation results obtained. These further 
experiments must involve higher Reynolds numbers, either by 
means of measurements on real (full-scale) buildings or in wind 
tunnels using water as a medium. 
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